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SATURDAY 30 SEPTEMBER 2023 

AS WE MOVE TO DAYLIGHT SAVING, RACV REMINDS 
VICTORIANS TO CHECK THEIR SMOKE ALARMS 

 

RACV is encouraging Victorians to take proactive steps to protect their home by completing a thorough 

check of their smoke alarms as we transition to daylight saving. 

The Country Fire Authority (CFA) advises that linking the task of changing your clocks with checking 

smoke alarms is the best way to keep on top of the vital task. 

According to the CFA there is an average of 3,000 house fires in Victoria each year – most of which can 

be prevented. 

RACV Head of Policy James Williams said that the role smoke alarms play in safeguarding lives and 

property could not be understated. 

“An operational smoke alarm can allow us the precious seconds we need to evacuate safely in the event 

of a fire emergency,” Mr Williams said. 

“Smoke alarms require regular checks, ideally every month so that they can function properly when 

they’re needed most.” 

The CFA recommends that all smoke alarms in the home be powered by a 10-year lithium battery, be 

interconnected and installed in every bedroom, living area and hallway on your property. 

Warning signs of fault and age with your smoke alarm include: 

• The smoke alarm unit turning a yellow colour. 

• A continuous ‘chirp’ sound. 

• Your smoke alarm activating for no reason. 

The CFA also recommends testing your smoke alarm battery each month by pressing and holding the 

smoke alarm's test button until it beeps three times. If there are no solid beeps, or the smoke alarm 

sounds laboured when testing, it can be a sign the battery needs changing.  

“If you’re unsure how your smoke alarm works, or unable to install or change an alarm yourself, seeking a 

qualified professional to do the job is the best thing you can do,” said Mr Williams. 

https://www.cfa.vic.gov.au/plan-prepare/fires-in-the-home/smoke-alarms
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RACV reminds rental providers that they have obligations to check and maintain smoke alarms in their 

rental properties. If renters are concerned that a smoke alarm is faulty, they should raise their concerns 

with their rental provider. 

RACV Trades offers comprehensive smoke alarm services, including inspection, installation, and 

maintenance. 

-ENDS-  

 
Further information   

RACV Trades is a trading name of RACV's trade partner, Club Home Response Pty Ltd. All works are 
performed or arranged by Club Home Response Pty Ltd. trading as RACV Trades. 

RACV Motor and Home Insurances issued by Insurance Manufacturers of Australia Pty Ltd ABN 93 004 
208 084 AFS Licence No. 227678. Before making any decisions please consider the Product Disclosure 
Statement and Target Market Determinations. For copies, visit racv.com.au. As distributor, RACV 
Insurance Services Pty Ltd AFS Licence No. 230039 receives commission for each policy sold or 
renewed. 

Since 1903, RACV has been one of Australia’s most trusted brands and is the largest member 

organisation in Victoria. 

RACV is proud to provide exceptional experiences for our members and customers through a range of 

products and services across motoring and mobility, home, energy and leisure. These include 

Emergency Roadside Assistance, Motor Insurance, Home Insurance, Home Trades and an increasing 

range of options in the cleaner energy space, such as RACV Solar. We have nine resorts across 

Australia and a range of domestic and international holiday packages, tours and cruises from our trusted 

travel partners. 
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